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We search for the best fleet safety content

each week and deliver it to you. 
Data, best practices, product reviews, and news to improve your fleet

operation. 

Tackling the Trucking Safety Challenge

Check out this great report from Cover Whale covering NHTSA's latest
report on fleet crashes and their cost to the US market.  

Click Here to See the Report

 The Fleet Manager's Manual

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/tackling-trucking-safety-challenge-insights-from-nhtsa-motor/


Fleetio just released an update of their top-performing resource, The
Fleet Manager's Manual – fresh off the press for 2024 with new expert
insights from industry professionals and a refreshed library of usable

tools for tracking key fleet data and improving your operation. 

Click Here to See the Report

Newer Trucks Having More Reportable Crashes
through early 2024

Our Fleet-Connection data through early 2024 shows that fleet vehicles
produced in the 2020-2023 time frame are having accidents at a much
higher rate than vehicles produced in the 2010-2019 time frame.
  Older trucks were having reportable accidents at a rate of about 3.4%
while the newer vehicles were having reportable accidents at a rate of
over 5%. Check out more of our fleet safety data with our  Fleet Safety
News and Insights here.

Click Here to read more

Cold Chain Monitoring  
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Check out this great blog from Christine Beaton of Geotab on the
future of cold chain monitoring.  
 

1. What is cold chain monitoring?
2. What are the benefits of cold chain monitoring?
3. Cold chain compliance
4. Cold chain logistics
5. The future of cold chain monitoring

Check out the blog here

Join us for the Safer Fleets Forums

Six regional events designed to bring fleet safety education, best
practices and networking opportunities to the thousands of fleet safety
professionals in their local markets.   Check out our upcoming events in
2024 in Atlanta, Phoenix, Miami, Dallas, Los Angeles, and New York.  
 
Want to be a part of it?  Email us at sherb@fleet-connection.com  or
call 310-713-2451.  

Check out our latest agenda
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